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ABSTRACT 
The pole-zero structure of a transfer function has been analyzed by two distinct 
approaches: module-theoretic (coordinate-free) and analytic (basis-dependent). The 
former (the Wyman-Sam-Conte-Perdon school) emphasizes pole modules, zero mod- 
ules, exact sequences of maps, and abstract realization theory; applications developed 
include the model-matching problem, zero structure of one-sided inverses, and 
connections with geometric systems theory. The latter (the Gohberg school) works 
with pole chains, zero chains, matrix equations, and concrete factorization theory 
(minimal, Wiener-Hopf, inner-outer) and interpolation (zero-pole, Lagrange- 
Sylvester, Nevanlinna-Pick). In this paper we make explicit the connection between 
the two approaches. In particular, we describe the zero-pole exact sequence of a 
transfer function without a pole or zero at infinity in the coordinate system provided 
by a global left null-pole triple. An important tool for us, and an object of interest in 
its own right, is a generalized inverse G x of a transfer function G. We relate the poles 
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of G ’ with the zeros of G. We also show that if the pole module of G x is isomorphic 
to the zero module of G, then left (right) pole pairs of GX are left (right) null pairs 
of G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Below we utilize techniques and methods developed in two distinct 
approaches to systems theory: the module-theoretic approach based on pole 
and zero modules as in [30,31] and the operator-theoretic approach based on 
null and pole pairs as in [3-5,6,7]. Suppose G is a transfer function of a 
discrete or continuous linear time-invariant system. Thus, G is a rational 
m x n matrix function. However, G may also be viewed as a k(z)-linear map 
U(z) * Y(Z), where k(z) is the field of scalar rational function, U(z) = C” 
Q k(z), and Y(Z) = C”” @ k(z), w h ere the tensor products are over C, the 
field of complexnumbers. Let U[Z] = C” 8 k[z] andlet Y[z] = C” @ k[z], 
where k[ z] is the ring of polynomials. The pole module of G in the finite 
plane is the k[ z]-module [27,28] 
Gl 
P(G) = G-l(Y[ z]) n U[Z] ’ (1.1) 
The elements of P(G) are polynomial inputs modulo those inputs which give 
polynomial outputs. 
P(G) is a torsion module. It is also a finite-dimensional vector space over 
k, and one can use a Smith-McMillan factorization G = EDF to find a basis 
for P(G). Indeed, if Dii has a pole at h E C of multiplicity K, let 
Si,* = {(z - A)jF;,li(z):O <j < K), (1.2) 
where F;,li is the i th column of F-l. The union of all Si ,, determines a basis 
for the k-vector space P(G). Th us, the dimension of P(G) equals the sum of 
multiplicities of all poles of G in the finite plane. 
Another basic object of the module-theoretic approach to systems is the 
zero module, introduced originally by Wyman and Sain [27]. If G is a transfer 
function, its zero module in the finite plane is the k[ z l-module 
Z(G) = G-‘(Ybl) + ubl 
kerG + U[Z] * 
(1.3) 
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The elements of Z(G) are inputs which give polynomial outputs, modulo 
inputs which are polynomial or which give identically zero outputs. We note 
that Z(G) is isomorphic to the k[ z]-module 
G-‘(Ybl) 
Z(G) = kerG + (G-‘(Y[z]) I? ~[z]) ’ 
(1.4) 
The isomorphism Z(G) --f Z(G) is given explicitly by the mapping 
U(Z) + kerG + GP’(Y[z]) n u[.z] +u(z) + kerG + u[z]. 
The inverse isomorphism sends an element U E Z(G) represented by a 
u(z) E G-‘(Y[z]) to u + ker G + G-‘(Y[z]>. 
Similarly to P(G), Z(G) is a torsion k[ z]-module and a finite-dimensional 
k-vector space. The basis for the vector space Z(G) can be found using the 
Smith-McMillan factorization G = EDF as follows. If Dii has a zero at A of 
multiplicity K, let 
si,* 
i 
(’ - *)‘F-I.(;) :0 -<j < K 
Dii( z) *,I (1.5) 
where F;,: is the ith column of F-l. The union of all Si A determines a basis 
for Z(G). 
A transfer function G can be viewed as a rational matrix function, that is, 
a meromorphic function from the extended complex plane C, into the space 
of m X n matrices. The poles and zeros of G (including directional informa- 
tion) can be represented by pairs of matrices: pole and null pairs. Suppose 
m = n and det G f 0. If (C,, A,) is a right pole pair and (A,, 23, > is a left 
null pair for G over C, then there exists a unique matrix I [4,5] such that 
GU[x]= C,(z-A,)-‘x+h(e):xEC”“,h(z) l [Z], 
i 
and c Res.=lO(z -A,)plB,h(z) = TX 
LnEC 
where Res,= A f(z) denotes the residue of a meromorphic function f(z) at h, 
that is, the coefficient at (z - A)-~ in the Laurent expansion of f(z) at h. 
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The matrix l? is called the null-pole coupling matrix, and the triple 
(CC,, A,), (A,, B, ), I?> is a right null-pole triple [16,9, lo]. If m # rz, or 
det G = 0, GU[ z] is the intersection of the right-hand side of (1.6) with im G 
[71. 
Another concept we will use below is that of a generalized inverse. If D is 
a matrix over a field, by a generalized inverse of D we will understand any 
matrix Ds such that 
DDsD = D and DsDDs = Ds. (1.7) 
This terminology is not unique. If the underlying field is C, sometimes a 
matrix which satisfies only the first equality in (1.7) is called a generalized 
inverse of D [ll, 121, and a matrix which satisfies both equalities is called a 
(1,2)-inverse. 
If we consider matrices over rational functions, the theory of generalized 
inverses becomes more complex, as it comprises such elements as zeros, 
poles, or complexity in the sense of McMillan degree. To emphasize the 
difference, we will denote a generalized inverse of a transfer function G by 
GX. Generalized inverses of transfer functions invertible on one side have 
been investigated in [27,28]. If G does not have a pole or zero at infinity, and 
(A, B, C, D) is a realization of G, then for any generalized inverse Ds of D, 
GX( z) = Ds - DsC( z - AX)-’ BDS (1.8) 
with AX = A - BD*C [20] is a generalized inverse of G. 
This paper relates two formulations of zero and pole structure of a 
transfer function which express the adage “number of zeros equals number of 
poles” for the general rectangular case. The inverse interpolation problem is 
to find a transfer function with a given zero and pole structure (in some 
convenient language). The results of the paper should make it possible to 
transfer many of the interpolation results developed in the language of 
null-pole triples to the coordinate-free framework of module theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the concept of a 
Wedderbum-Fomey space and the exact sequence introduced by Wyman, 
Sam, Conte, and Perdon connecting the poles and zeros of a transfer function 
G, and specialize the sequence to the case when G has neither a pole nor 
zero at infinity. In Section 3 we give the output version of the sequence. We 
also show that there exists an epimorphism from the pole module of a 
generalized inverse of a transfer function G onto the zero module of G and 
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extend the definition of an essential one-sided inverse to transfer functions 
not invertible on either side. In Section 4 we recall the definition of left null 
and right pole pairs, and relate these pairs to the zero and pole modules. A 
similar analysis for right null and left pole pairs has been obtained in [8]. In 
Section 5 we relate the kernel of a null-pole coupling operator in a global left 
null-pole triple of a transfer function G to left and right generic zeros of G. 
In Section 6 we describe the exact sequence on the output side in the 
coordinate system provided by a null-pole triple. 
In our paper, we consider mainly transfer functions without a pole or zero 
at infinity. The advantage is that all the analyzed maps significantly simplify. 
The assumption that a function has neither a pole nor zero at infinity does not 
cause a loss of generality. Indeed, a general case can be reduced to the case 
considered below by a suitable Mobius transformation, or by using centered 
realizations [21]. 
2. WEDDERBURN-FORNEY SPACES 
If U = C”, then U(Z) = U 8 k(z) h as a structure of a vector space over 
k(z), and any basis for a k-vector space U is a basis for a k(z)-vector space 
U(Z). Thus, we can find a basis for U(Z) consisting of vector polynomials the 
sum of whose degrees equals 0. It has been observed in [I31 that this may no 
longer be true if we take a subspace of U(z). Let V(z) be a subspace of 
U(z), and pick a basis for V(z) consisting of elements in U[z] the sum of 
whose degrees is minimal. Then the degrees of vector polynomials in the 
basis are unique up to a permutation [13,18]. The sum of these degrees is 
called the &j&t of the subspace. 
The concept of the defect of V(z) can be made precise by means of the 
following construction [30,31]. Denote by 8, the local ring of proper rational 
functions, and let flR,U = U @ &,, so that U(Z) = U[z] @ Z-~&U. Denote 
by T+ the projection of U(Z) onto U[ Z] along z-~C~JJ, and let 7~_ be the 
complementary projection. The We&rburn-Forney space associated with 
V(z) is the k-vector space [30] 
W-(V) = 
r- (V> 
v r-l z-l&U . (2-l) 
A Wedderbum-Fomey space associated with V can be equivalently defined 
as follows (cf. 1151). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf V is a subspace of U(z), then the k-linear spaces 
W-(V) = 
r-(V) 
v n cln,u ’ 
r+(V) 
w+(V) = vn u[z]’ 
and 
V 
w(v) = (V n U[z]) + (v n z-‘~JJ) 
are isomorphic. 
Proof. Define the k-linear map 
$_:V+ 
r-(V) 
v n z-~LR,U 
by 4_(u) = TV + V n z-‘Q,U. Then V n U[.z] c ker 4 
z-‘&U c ker +_, so that 
(V n U[ z]) + (V n z-‘QJJ) c ker+_. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
and V n 
(2.6) 
Suppose v E V and 4-v = 0. then T+D E V and hence n+v = v - n_v E 
V. It follows that 
v = n-+2)+ 7T _V E (v n U[Z]) + (V n .z-~R,U) (2.7) 
and the inclusion (2.6) is an equality. Thus, c#_ induces an isomorphism from 
Y(V ) onto Y’_(V >. Similarly, the k-linear map 
t)+:v+ 
“+ (VI 
v n U[Z] (2.8) 
determines an isomorphism from W(V > onto ZK+ (V 1. n 
We will call each of the spaces (2.2)-(2.4) a Wedderburn-Forney space 
associated with V. The space w(V) appeared in [2]. Using W(V), it is easy to 
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show that the dimension of a Wedderbum-Fomey space associated with V is 
equal to the defect of V. Indeed, choose a minimal polynomial basis 
lo,, tJz>. . . , oh,} for V, and let K~ = deg vi, i = 1,2, . . . , N. Then 
(z-h,(z): 1 ,< i < N, 1 <j ,< Ki) (2.9) 
are representatives of linearly independent elements in W(V). Since 
lo,, U,, . . . , wN} is a minimal polynomial basis for V, the elements repre- 
sented by members of the set (2.9) span W(V). Thus, Proposition 2.1 has the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The dimension of a Wedderbum-Forney space msoci- 
ated with a subspace V of U( s> is equal to the defect of V. 
The Wedderbum-Forney spaces have been used in [30] to relate the pole 
and zero modules of a transfer function G. Let 
k(G) = p1 
z-‘LR,u 
G cz l&Y ) n z- ‘LR,u 
and 
G,(G) = 
G-l(z-‘flZ,Y) + z-‘&U 
ker G + z-‘R,U 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
be the pole and zero modules of G at infinity [14,30]. Note that the module 
L(G) is isomorphic to 
and 
E(G) = 
G-‘( zd&,Y) 
kerG + G-‘(x-‘fl,Y) n z~‘fl,U’ 
Let 
9(G) = P(G) @ P,(G) 
x(G) = Z(G) @ ZAG) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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be the global pole and zero spaces of G. Let T be a map from V’(ker G) to 
P(G) induced by 0 + (r+o, T-V>. Note that r is well defined. Let u be a 
representative of a 5 E ker r. Then 
T+V E G-'(Y[z]) and r__v E G-‘(z-‘fi,Y). (2.15) 
Since Gu = 0, G(r+v) = -G(~_v) E Y[zl n z-‘fi,Y = (0). Thus, 
v E (ker G n U[ z]) + (ker G n z-‘&,U) (2.16) 
and C = 0. It follows that T is a monomorphism from flker G) into Pa(G) 
and we can identify flker G) with its image under T. 
There is an exact sequence of vector spaces and vector space homomor- 
phisms 
F( ker G) 
+ r(im G) + 0. (2.17) 
The sequence (2.17) was introduced in [301 with %C(ker G) and T-Cm G) 
instead of fiker G) and w(im G). We describe now particular elements of 
the sequence with Hker G) and W(im G). 
The monomorphism cr is defined as follows. If an element CC+, U_) of 
G-‘(Y[z]) G-‘(z-‘R,Y) 
kerG + G-‘(Y[z]) n U[Z] ’ ker G + G-‘( z-‘fi,Y) n z-‘CI,U 
(2.18) 
has a representative (U +, u_> E G-‘(Y[z]) CB G-‘(z-‘&Y), then 
(Y(u+, u_> is an element of S(G)/Hker G) represented by (T+(u++ 
u _), T_(U + + u _)). The map (Y is a well-defined k-vector-space homomor- 
phism. Suppose a(C+,E_> = 0, let ni = T+(u++ u-1, and let u2 = 
r_(u + + u _). After adding, if necessary, an element of ker G to u + + u _, 
we may assume that ui E G-‘(Y[zl) n U[zl and u2 E G-‘(z-‘&Y) n 
z-lfi,~. Then (u,, uZ> is a representative of the zero in Z(G), and it follows 
that (Y is manic. 
The epimorphism /3 in the sequence (2.17) can be defined as follows. 
Suppose an element CC+, U_) of y(G)/Mker G) has a representative 
(u,, u_> E U[z] CB z-~~~U. Then 
P(~+, E_) = G(u++ u_) + im G n Y [ z] + im G n z-‘Q-Y. (2.19) 
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Clearly, p is well defined and surjective, and /3c~ = 0. 
Below, we will use the sequence (2.17) in the special case when G has 
neither a pole nor zero at infinity. Then the pole and zero modules of G at 
infinity are degenerate, and 9(G) = P(G) and Z(G) = Z(G). If we use 
V+(ker G) instead of Hker G), we have 
P(G) WI 
P(G), the k-vector space 
(2.20) is not a k[ z&module. In this setting, the sequence (2.17) specializes as 
follows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose a transfer function G has neither a pole nor a . _ - 
zero at infinity. Then the sequence 
0 + g(G) 3 
P(G) 
F+ (ker G) 
P+ 
+Y+(imG) + 0 (2.21) 
is exact, where LY is induced by the map sending an element u E G- ‘(Y [ z]) 
to r+u, and p, is induced by the map sending an element v E U[ z] to 
rr, Gv. 
We may also use W_ (im G) instead of W+ (im G). 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose a transfer function G has neither a pole nor zero 
at infinity. Then the sequence 
O + g(G) 2 
P(G) P- 
W+ (ker G) 
-+E(imG) + 0 (2.22) 
is exact, where (Y is induced by the map sending an element u E G-‘(Y [ z]) 
to ~+u, and fi_ is induced by the map sending an element v E U[ .z ] to 
7~_ Gv. 
Proof. Let #+: W(im G) + W+(im G) and 4_: w(im G) -+ Wl(im G) 
be the isomorphisms introduced in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Then 
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3. EXACT SEQUENCE ON THE OUTPUT SIDE AND 
GENERALIZED INVERSES 
The pole and zero modules have their analogues on the output side 
[24,25]. Indeed, 
a4 GUM 
G-'(Y[z]) n U[Z] G Y[Z] n GU[Z] =‘po(G) (3.1) 
and 
wybl) ‘- (3~) n %I 
kerG + G-‘(Y[z]) n U[z] - GU[z] n Y[z] =:20(G) (3e2) 
with the isomorphisms induced by u -+ Gu. We use the modules P,(G) and 
Z,(G) to obtain the output counterpart of the sequence (2.22). First, we 
need a characterization of G(%?+(ker G)). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose a transferfunction G has neither a pole nor a 
zero at infinity. Then 
GW+(ker G) = GU[ 21 n z-‘&Y. 
Pmof Let u E ker G. Since G is analytic at infinity, Gz-i&U C 
z-l&Y. Hence 
GT+U = -Gn_u E Z-~&Y 
and 
GW+(ker G) c GU[ z] n z-i&Y. (3.3) 
Let y E GU[z] n .z-~R,Y. Then y = Gu, for some U+E U[z]. Since G 
does not have a zero at infinity, it follows from a local Smith form for G at 
infinity, or a Smith-McMillan factorization of G(l/z), that Gx = y has a 
strictly proper solution u _. Thus, u = u + - u _ E ker G and y = G~+u. It 
follows that (3.3) is an equality. n 
Since G induces an isomorphism P(G) + P,(G), Proposition 3.1 has the 
following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose a transfer function G has neither a pole nor 
zero at infinity. Then multiplication by G induces an isomorphism 
P(G) GUM 
W+ (ker G) + GU[z] n Y[Z] + GU[.Z] nc1fi2,Y’ 
We 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf a transfer function G is analytic at infinity, then 
T+G~T+u = Gu for all u E GP1(Y[z]). 
Proof. Let u E G -‘(Y [ z]). Since G is analytic at infinity, GT_U is 
strictly proper and 
r+Grr+u = n+G(u - T-U) 
= rr,Gu 
= Gu. 
We can now give the output counterpart of the sequence (2.22). 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose a transferfunction G has neither a pole nor zero 
at infinity. Then the following diagram, with the rows exact, commutes: 
0 -t 
cu(z::Y[.] u G$] 11 li- %CU(Z) 
qu[zl) n Y[zl -f + CU[z] n Y[z] + GU[Z] n z-'&Y Ccl(Z)" z-'&Y 
- 0 
Here (Y is induced by the map Gu + Gm,u, and the maps between rows are 
isomorphisms. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2 and [25], the maps between the rows in the 
diagram are isomorphisms. Since the map S-+ in the top row is injective, 
GT+ is a manic map 
it(G) -+ 
GU[z] 
GU[z] n Y[ z] + GU[z] n z-lflz,Y. 
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By Lemma 3.3, rr, is an isomorphism 
GU(z) n Y[z] 
Gr-(Z(G)) + GU[z] n Y[~] ’ 
and ff = 7~~ +l. It follows that (Y is injective and (YG = Gm,. Exactness of the 
top row implies now exactness of the bottom row. n 
We end this section displaying an epimorphism form the pole module of a 
generalized inverse Gx of a transfer function G onto the zero module of G. 
Intuitively, this epimorphism shows that “zeros of G are the poles of G’.” 
The idea of the next preliminary lemma comes from [20] (cf. [6]). 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf G is a transfer function and A is a subspace of U(z), 
then there exists an epimorphism 
P(G) + 
A n u[2] 
A n U[Z] n G-‘(Y[.z]) . 
Proof. Pick a function W whose columns span A. It follows from the 
Smith-McMillan factorization of W that there exists a subspace V of U(z) 
such that 
u[2] = (A n U[Z]) a3 (V n U[Z]). 
Then 
U[Z] n Gpl(Y[z]) + Vn U[Z] 
A n U[Z] + V n U(Z) 
A n U[Z] n G-l(Y[z]) + V n U[Z] 
A n U[Z] 
E A n U[Z] n G-~(Y[.z]) ’ 
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and the canonical map 
a4 a4 
U[z] n G-‘(Y[z]) -+ U[z] n G-l(Y[z]) + VI-I U[z] 
is epic. n 
THEOREM 3.6. 1fG ’ is a generalized inverse of a transfer function G, 
then there exists an epiwwy?hism 1: P(GX) + Z(G). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, there exists an epimorphism 
P(G’) --) 
GU(z) n Y[z] 
GU(Z) n Y[Z] n (GX)-l(U[~]). 
Since 
GU(z) n Y[z] 
Z(G) zGU[z] n Y[z] ’ 
it suffices to show that 
GU(x) n (GX)-‘(U[z]) c GU[z]. 
Let y E GU(z) f~ (GX)-‘(U[z]). Then y = Gu and GXy = u+ for some 
u E U(z) and U+E U[z]. Hence 
Gu+= GGXy = GGXGu = Gu = y 
and y E GU[z]. n 
Theorem 3.6 unifies Theorems 2.A and 2.B in [27]. Following [27], we will 
call GX an essential generalized inverse of G if the epimorphism in Theorem 
3.6 is manic. Intuitively, if G ’ is an essential generalized inverse of G, then 
the poles of GX are precisely the zeros of G. Note that GX is an essential 
generalized inverse of G if and only if 
YM GU(Z) n Y[z] 
Y[z] n (GX)-l(U[~]) z GU(Z) n Y[.z] n (GX)-l(U[~]) (3.4 
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GU(z) n Y[z] n (GX)-l(U[~]) = GU[z] n Y[z]. (3.5) 
By Lemma 3.5, the condition (3.4) is equivalent to existence of a subspace V 
of Y(Z) such that 
Y[z] = (GU(z) n Y[z]) @ (V n Y[z]) 
and 
G~(V n Y[z]) c U[Z]. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. A generalized inverse GX of G is essential if and only 
if 
GU(z) n (GX)pl(U[~]) n Y[z] = GU[z] n Y[z] 
and there exists a subspace V of Y(x) such that 
Y[Z] = (GU(Z) n Y[z]) @ (V n Y[z]) 
and 
GX(V n Y[z]) c U[Z]. 
We note that utilizing ideas in [26] one can define a generalized inverse 
essential in a subset cr of the extended complex plane. 
4. POLE AND NULL PAIRS 
We will denote by 9 the field k(z) of scalar rational functions, and by 
srnx n the space of m x n rational matrix functions. A function JI E smx ’ is 
a right pole function for a G E 9Tx n at a point h E C if 
(i) Cc, is analytical and nonzero at A, 
(ii) $(z) = (z - A)“G(z)+(z) f or some positive integer K and a func- 
tion 4 E srnx ’ analytic at h. 
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The largest integer K for which (ii) can happen is called the order of I/J as a 
right pole function for G at h. 
A collection {I&, I&, . . . , &} of right pole functions for G at A of orders 
K1> K2,. . . , KM is said to be canonical if 
(i> #i(X), +s(M, . . . , GM (A) are linearly independent, 
(ii) the sum of cz 1 ~~ is maximal. 
Let{+,,&?,..., qM) be a canonical set of right pole functions for G at h 
of orders K~, K~, . . . , K~. The information about the pole of G at A con- 
tainedin{#,,ICI,,..., &l can be encoded in a pair of matrices as follows. If 
Gi(z> = Cy=,<z - hY-i$i,j, let 
and let 
A= 
0 
A,( *I 
(4.2) 
with J,$h) a Ki X ~~ Jordan cell with the eigenvalue A. If S is a nonsingular 
matrix of the same size as A, the pair (CS, S-lAS) is called a right pole pair 
for G at h. 
Let u c C, and let h,, A,, . . . , A, be the poles of G in U. For each hi, 
pick a right pole pair (Ci, Ai) for G at hi. Let 
CT,= [Cl -‘* q, 
and let 
(4.3) 
(4.4 
If S is a nonsingular matrix of the same size as A, the pair (C, S, S-‘A, S> is 
called a right pole pair for G over CT [5,6]. A pair of matrices (A, C> is a left 
pole pair for G over u if (CT, AT> is a right pole pair for Gr over u. 
A right pole pair for G over cr is observable and is unique up to 
similarity, that is, up to the choice of a matrix S in (C,S, S-‘A, S). A right 
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pole pair for G over (T carries less complete information about the poles of 
G in cr than a minimal realization of G. Indeed, let (A, B, C) be a minimal 
realization of the strictly proper part of G, and pick a nonsingular matrix S 
such that 
(SAS-l, SB, CS-l) = (4.5) 
with a(A,) c cr and o(A,) n CT = 0. Then (C,, A,) is a right pole pair for 
G over cr. Thus, a right pole pair for G over u contains a directional 
information on one side about the poles of G in U. 
A right pole pair for G over (+ can be regarded as a coordinate 
description of the poles of G in cr. To relate a right pole pair (C,, A,) for G 
over u with the pole module P(G), let 
PC = {C,( z - A,)-%: x E C”-), (4.6) 
where the size of A, is 12, X nrr. Then Po is a C-linear subspace of grnx r. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (C,, A,) be a right pole pair for G over u, and 
suppose u contains all the poles of G. Then the mapping r=: P(G) --) PG 
defined by 
~~(u + G-l(Y[z]) n u[z]) = T_GU 
is a C-vector-space isomorphism. 
(4.7) 
Proof. Since rr_ is the projection onto strictly proper rational vector 
functions along vector polynomials, 
T-(G(G-‘(Y[z]) n u[z])) = (0) 
and r,, is well defined. If r,(u + G-‘(Y [ z]) n U[ z]) = 0, then GU E Y [ z], 
and u + G-r(Y [ z]) n U[ z] is the zero in P(G). Thus, rn is manic. Finally, 
it follows from the definition of a right pole pair that rr is surjective. n 
After clearing, if necessary, the poles of G off u, the isomorphism rm can 
be used to endow PC with the structure of a k[ z]-module. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zf (C,, A,) is a right pole pair for a function G E 
smx “, the space PG has a structure of a finitely generated torsion k[ z]-mod- 
ule. 
We recall now the definition of a null pair of a function G E .9Pxn. Null 
pairs were introduced originally for matrix polynomials as a way of organizing 
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the null chains or, equivalently, null functions [23,17]. Null chains and null 
functions, in turn, have been systematically used since the 1950s in the Soviet 
literature in the study of operator functions on an infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert space (see p. 199 of [5]>. Later, the definition of null pairs was 
extended to regular rational matrix functions (see [5] and the references cited 
there). Null pairs have been used to characterize zeros of possibly rectangular 
rational matrix functions in [6]. 
A function 4 •2’~~ is a left null function for G E zP”’ n at A E C, of 
order K if 
(i) 4 is analytic and nonzero at A, 
(ii) there exists no t,!~ E 9’ x m such that $G = 0 and I)(A) = +(A), 
(iii) $G vanishes at A to the order K. 
A collection {+i, &, . . . , c#J~} of left null functions for G at A of orders 
Ki> K2>...> KM is said to be canonical if 
(i) +i( A>, &,(A), . . . , +M ( A) are linearly independent, 
(ii) there exists no I,!I E 9” m such that I,!JG = 0 and +(A) E 
spad4,CQ &(A), . . . , &CAN, 
(iii) C,” i ~~ is maximal. 
Let{+,,+,,..., &,r] be a canonical set of left null functions for G at A of 
orders K~, K~, . . . , K~, respectively. If +i(~) = Cy=i$~~,~(z - A)j-‘, let 
A= 
0 
lKK,( A)
r 
I7 B= 
If S is a nonsingular matrix of the same size as A, the pair (SASpl, SB) is 
called a lef null pair for G at A. 
Suppose A,, A,, . . . , A, are the zeros of G in u. For each Ai pick a left 
null pair (Ai, Bi), and let 
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If S is a nonsingular matrix of the same size as A,, the pair (SA, S- ‘, SB, > is 
called a lefi null pairfor G over cr. A pair of matrices (B, A) is a right null 
pair for G over cr if (AT, BT> is a left null pair for GT over cr. 
Note that a left null pair is controllable. A left null pair is unique “module 
the left kernel of G” (see Theorem 2.2 in [ll). Null pairs can be also 
characterized as follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf G is a transfer function and u C C, then 
(i) (A,, B,) is a lefi null pair for G over u if and only if (A,, Bs> is a 
lef pole pair over (T for an essential generalized inverse of G, 
(ii> (Cc, A, ) is a right null pair for G over (+ if and only if (CL, A, ) is a 
right pole pair over g for an essential generalized inverse of G. 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that G has a unique zero in 
the finite plane, say at A. Suppose first (Cc, AL) is a right pole pair over o 
for an essential generalized inverse GX of G. In view of Proposition 3.7, we 
may assume that (Cs, A, ) h as b een constructed from a canonical set of right 
pole functions {$i, $a, . . . , t,hJ for GX at A such that I,!+ = GX & with 
+{ E GU(z) n Y[zl, i = 1,2 ,..., k. But then G& = +i, and 
{<z - ~>“‘lcI,(~)>(~ - A)K”$,(z),...,(z - A)KklClk(Z)) 
with (Z - A)Kl+i(~) analyt ic and nonzero at A is a canonical set of right null 
functions for G at A. Thus, (Cr , A[> is a right null pair for G at A. 
Suppose now (Cr, A,) is a right null pair for G at A. By Lemma 3.16 in 
161, there exists a subspace A of U(Z) such that (C,, As> has been con- 
structed from a canonical set of right null functions for G at A 
I&> 42,. . . > c#+} c A and 
U[Z] = (An u[z]) @ (kerG n u[z]). 
Define GX: GU(z) -+ A by GXy = u if y = Gu. One can verify that GX is 
a essential generalized inverse of G with (Cc, A, ) as a right pole pair over u , 
and (ii) follows. Statement (i) an be verified by taking transposes. n 
If the function G has neither a pole nor zero at infinity, there is a 
connection between a minimal realization (A, B, C, D) of G and a left null 
pair for G over (+. Suppose first that D is invertible, let AX = A - BW’C, 
and let S be a nonsingular matrix such that 
SAXS-I= [^d iz], SB= [;j (4.10) 
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with cr(A,) c CT and c+(A,) n u = 0. then (A,, BID-‘) is a left null pair 
for G over u [3,5]. More generally, suppose rank, D = rank, G, and let u[ 
be a finite set which contains all the zeros of G. Pick a generalized inverse 
D’ of D such that 
(i) D*+(A) # 0 h w enever h E 9, 4 is in the column span of G, and + 
is analytic and nonzero at A, 
(ii) $(h)Df: # 0 h w enever A E 4, $I is in the row span of G, and $ is 
analytic and nonzero at A. 
Then (see [20] or Lemma 3.2 in [22]) a point h E u- is a zero of G if and 
only if A E u(A - BD*C). Let AX= A - BDSC, and pick a nonsingular 
matrix S such that 
SA’S-‘= [2 12], SB = [;:I (4.11) 
with u( A,) c q n u and u( A,) n uc n u = 0. By Theorem 2.3 in [l], 
(A,, B, 0’) is a left null pair for G over u. 
To relate a left null pair ( A,, B, > for a function G E SmXn over u with 
a zero module Z(G), let 
Z, = x( z - Al)-’ B,: x E C1x”‘), (4.12) 
where ng is the dimension of A,. Then Z, is a C-linear subspace of 9” “‘. 
If G: U(z) + Y(z) is a transfer function, denote by G” the transfer function 
of the dual system Y(z)* -+ U(z)* [29]. Then G* coincides with GT for an 
appropriate choice of bases. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (A*, B, > b e a left null pair for a function G E 
9 mX n over u, and suppose u contains all finite poles of G. Then the 
mapping r: Z, + Z(G*) defined by 
T(U) = u + kerG* + Y*[z] (4.13) 
is a C-vector-space isomorphism. 
Proposition 4.4 follows from the definition of a canonical set of left null 
functions. We omit the details of the proof. 
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5. COUPLING OPERATORS 
In this section, we continue to denote by u a subset of the complex plane. 
We will denote by .9(o) the space of rational functions analytic on u. In the 
terminology of Section 2, 9(o) = k[z] if (+ = C. @‘j(a) will denote the 
space of i X j rational matrix functions analytic on u. 
Let G ES”““, and denote by S,(G) the 9(a)-module G9”’ ‘(a). 
Pick a right pole pair CC,, A,) and a left null pair (A,, B,) for G over o. If 
G is regular, that is, if m = n and det G f: 0, the formula for S,(G) in terms 
of (C,, A,) and (As, BL) has been obtained in 141. In the general case, this 
formula has the form [7] 
S,(G)=imGn C,(z-A,)-‘x+h(z):x~C”“,h~~~~~(~), 
and c ReszzzO(z - Ar)-l B,h( z) = TX , (5.1) 
ZgEO I 
where I is the matrix uniquely determined by (C,, A,) and ( A,, Br >. The 
matrix l? is called a null-pole coupling matrix or a null-pole coupling 
operator. The triple (CC,, A,), ( A,, Bo, r> is called a (left) spectral triple 
for G over cr. 
Given an observable pair (C,, A,) and a controllable pair (A,, B,) with 
a( A,) u CJ( AS) c CT, and a matrix r, one can define a set S, to be the 
right-hand side of the equality (5.1). It turns out that S, is an %‘(a)-module 
if and only if r satisfies the Sylvester equation [4,7] 
I’A,, - A$ = B,C,. (5.2) 
Thus, the null-pole coupling operator necessarily satisfies Equation (5.2). If 
a( A,) n uT( Al) = 0, the matrix l? can be computed as the unique solution 
of Equation (5.2). Otherwise Equation (5.2) may have many solutions, and for 
each solution l? of (5.2) there exists a rational matrix function with a spectral 
triple (CC,, A,),(Al, I$), I?. M oreover, different solutions r result in 
different spaces S,. 
Recall from Proposition 4.1 that if a function G E g!“” is analytic at 
infinity, then the map r,, = rr_G induces an isomorphism from P(G) onto 
PC. Also, we can identify %?+(ker G) with its image in P(G) under the 
monomorphism 
r(u) = u + G-‘(Y[z]) n u[z]. (5.3) 
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We now characterize ~,(XV+(ker G)). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose a function G E ~3”‘~ n has neither a pole nor 
a zero at infinity. Pick a right pole pair (C,, A,) for G over C, and let 
r, = n_ G. Then for euey left null pair (A,, BL) for G over C, and the 
corresponding coupling operator I’, 
rl,(r+(ker G)) = im G n {C,( z - A,)-lx: x E ker r}. (5.4) 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, Gr+(ker G) = GU[zl n z-‘&Y. Hence 
r,(W+(ker G)) = GU[z] n z- i R Y In view of (5.1), this is precisely the set m . 
on the right-hand side of (5.4). n 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose a transfer function G has neither a pole nor a 
zero at infinity. Then 
dim( S,-.(G) n z -‘fl,Y) = dimw(ker G). 
Proposition 5.1 sheds new light on the formula (5.1) in the case when 
cr c C contains all poles and zeros of G. Then the number of rows of the 
matrix F is equal to the sum of multiplicities of all the zeros of G, and the 
number of columns of r equals the McMillan degree of G. In the general 
case, the matrix J? is “flat.” Part of the kernel of r is connected with the 
Wedderbum-Fomey space associated with the kernel of G. Analytically, this 
part can be described as 
(5.5) 
Plainly, the set (5.5) is a subspace of C”-. 
Suppose x E ker F is not a member of the set (5.5). By (5.0, 
y_= C,(Z - A?r)-lx E im G. (5.6) 
By the definition of a right pole pair, y- = n_ y for some y E S,(G) C im G. 
It follows that y_ is a representative of an element of %?(im G). Since the 
pair (C,, A,) is o b servable, by Lemma 12.2.2 in 151 the map 
x + C,(z -A,)-% (5.7) 
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is injective. Hence, for a fixed complement &J’ of the set (5.5) in ker I, the 
map 
x + C,( x - A,) -ix: + im G n z-‘&Y (5.8) 
is a monomorphism from J into W_(im G). Now it follows from Theorem 
2.3 that 
dim P(G) - dim Z(G) = dim%?+(ker G) + dimZK(im G). (5.9) 
That is, the sum of the dimensions of the space (5.5) and %?(im G)‘is equal 
to the difference between the number of columns and the number of rows of 
the matrix r. We conclude that the map (5.8) is epic and Jy- E w_(im G). In 
particular, since ker I is the direct sum of J and the space (5.5) it follows 
that the rows of I? are linearly independent. 
We summarize the results of the preceding discussion. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (CC,, A,), ( A,, B, >, I’) be a lef spectral triple over 
C of a function G ~9~~” without a pole or zero at infinity. Then 
(i) the matrix r has $11 row rank, 
(ii) C,(Z - A,)-’ ker I n im G s %?+(ker G), 
(iii) C,(Z - A,)-1 ker T/(C,(z - A,)-1 ker I n im G) = X(im G). 
In particular, if the function G is regular, ker G = (0) and im G = Y(Z). 
Then w+(ker G) = (0) and w_(im G) = (0) and Theorem 5.3 implies that 
r is square and invertible. We remark that in the proof of Theorem 14.3.1 in 
[5] (see also [q]) it is shown that invertibility of I? is equivalent to the 
matching condition 
Y(z) = z-‘R,Y @ GU[ z]. 
Either of the two conditions can be regarded as a precise form of the 
principle “number of zeros equals number of poles” for the regular case. 
6. EXACT SEQUENCE AND A NULL-POLE TRIPLE 
We characterize now particular elements of the sequence in the bottom 
row of the diagram in Theorem 3.4 using a coordinate system provided by a 
global spectral triple ((C,, A,), (Al, BS), I? By Proposition 4.1, the map 
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rr = r_G induces an isomorphism from P(G) onto PC = C,(z - 
A,)-‘C”-. By Proposition 5.1, 
r,(F+(ker G)) = imG fl C,(Z -A,)-‘kerr. (6-I) 
The space (6.1) is the zero of the quotient module 
C,( z - A,) -‘C’+ 
= 
imG n C,(z -A,)-ikerr’ 
(6.2) 
Thus, we have the following isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (CC,, A,), ( A,, B, ), l3 be u left spectrul triple 
over C of a transfer function G without a pole or zero at infinity. Then the 
projection m_ induces a C-vector-space isomorphism 
1: 
GU[zl C,( z - A,) -lC’+ 
GU[z] n Y[z] + GU[z] nz-‘fi,Y -P imG n C,(z -A,)-‘kerr’ 
If (Y is as in Theorem 3.4, the composition or = 10 CY is the inverse of 
the coupling operator I acting on a futed complement of its kernel. More 
precisely, or can be characterized as follows. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (CC,, A,), (A,, B, 1, I’> be a left spectral triple over 
C bf a transfer function G without a pole or zero at infinity. Then the map 
h(z) + C,(z -AT)-lx, 
where x is such that C,(z - A,.,-‘x E im G and 
(6.3) 
c ReszzzO(z -Al)-‘B,h(z) = TX, 
ZOEC 
(6.4) 
induces the monomorphism 
GU(.Z) n Y[Z] C,( .z - A,) -‘Cn- 
ar’ GU[z] n Y[Z] --) GU(z) n c,(z -A,)-‘kerr’ 
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im (Yr = 
im G n C,( z - A,)-rCn- 
imG n C,(z -A,)-‘kerr’ 
Proof. Let (II and 1 be the manic maps introduced in Theorem 3.4 and 
Proposition 6.1. We show that (or = 10 (Y, that is, ar is induced by Gu --) 
m_Gn+u. Let h E im G n Y[z], and pick u E G-‘(Y[ z]) such that h = 
Cu. Let u+= T+U. By Lemma 3.3, h = n+Gu+. Hence ~_Gu+E imG 
and, by (5.0, 
r_Gu+( z) = C,( z - A,)-‘x, 
where x E C”- is such that (6.4) holds. Thus, for each h E Im G n Y [ z] we 
can find x such that C,( z - A,)-‘x E im G, (6.4) holds, and (6.3) coincides 
with the map Gu + r_Gr+u. Suppose there are two such vectors x1 and 
x2. Then 
C,(z - 4J-1h -x2) EimGnC,(z-A,)-‘kerr, 
and it follows that C,(Z - A,)-lx, and C,(Z - A,)-‘x, represent the 
same element in im (or. Thus, err = 10 (Y. 
It remains to show 
im G n C,( z - A,)-iC”- 
’ imG n C,(z -A,)-ikerr’ 
(6.5) 
Let y E im G fl C,(z - A,)-lC”-. By the definition of a right pole pair, 
y = 7~_Gu+ for some U+ E U[ z]. Since y is strictly proper and G has 
neither a pole nor zero at infinity, y = Gu_ for some u_ E z-‘fin,Y. Let 
U =u+ - u_. Then u E G-‘(Y[z]) and y = n-_Gm+u. Thus, the element 
represented by y is contained in the set on the left-hand side of the inclusion 
(6.5). n 
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Note that it follows from the proof of Theorem 6.2 that the diagram 
WYbl) 
“-: 
P(G) 
kerG + G-‘(Y[z]) n u[.z] W+ (ker G) 
5 m+Gv+ 1 T-G 
imG n Y[z] ffr C,( z - A,) -‘C”- 
+ 
G(Ub]) n Yb] imG n C,(z - A,)-l ker r 
commutes. 
We will also need the coordinatewise descrintion 
I 
r_GU[ z]/GU[ z] n z-lR,Y. 
of the space 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let (CC,, A,,), (Ai, Bs>, r) be a left spectral triple 
over C of a transfer function G without a pole or zero at infinity. Then 
n_GU( z) C,( x - A,)-‘C”- 
GU( 5) n z-l&Y 2 imG n C,(z -A,)-‘C”-’ 
(6.6) 
Proof. The canonical map T: C,(z - A,)P’C”- + r_GU[z]/GU(z) 
n z-‘R,Y induces an isomorphism (6.6). The inverse isomorphism y is 
obtained by intersecting elements of r_ GU( z>/GU( z) n z-~R,Y with 
C&z - A,)-lC”-. n 
We can now provide a coordinate description of the bottom row of the 
diagram in Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let (CC,, , A, ), ( A,, B, ), r) be a left spectral triple over 
C of a transfer function G without a pole or zero at infinity. Then the 
following diagram, with the rows exact, commutes: 
11 l?r- Jj 
CU(Z)" Y[l] ar C,(z - A,)-‘C”” C,(z - A,)-‘C”- 
i,,,G,,C,(s-A,)-Ikerr ’ mGnC,(t-A,)-+ - ’ 
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In the diagram, (Ye is induced by 
h(z) --f C,(z -A,)-% 
where x is such that C,(z - A,)-‘x E im G and 
c ReszSzO(z - A6)P1Bgh(z) = rx, 
ZOEC 
and y corresponds to &terse&on with C,( z - A,)-lC”m. Moreover, the 
maps between the rows are isomorphisms. 
We note that if we identify im G n Y [ z]/GU[ z] n Y [ z] with its image 
under (Y,., the diagram in Theorem 6.4 becomes 
C'(Y [z]) n+ 
’ - kerG + G-'(Y[z]) n U[z] - 
P(C) 
w; (km G) 
r-c 
Plv_(im C) +O 
1lr_Ga+ 177-G 1-Y 
im G n C,( z - A,)-‘C”- 1 C,,(z - A,)-‘C”” 1 
0-r 
C,(: - A,)-‘I?‘- 
im G n C,(Z - A,)-’ ker im n A,,)-‘C”” 
-0 
The exactness of the rows in this diagram is very explicit. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have translated the zero-pole exact sequence of a transfer function 
without a pole or zero at infinity onto the output side and described 
particular elements of the sequence in the coordinate system provided by a 
global left null-pole triple. This establishes the connection between the 
module-theoretic and operator-theoretic approaches to the zero-pole struc- 
ture of a transfer function. As a consequence, much of the interpolation 
theory developed in the latter approach should carry over to the former one. 
We have shown that the coupling operator in a global left null-pole triple of a 
transfer function G is surjective and its kernel is connected with the 
Wedderbum-Fomey spaces associated with ker G and im G. We have also 
shown an epimorphism from the pole module of a generalized inverse onto 
the zero module of the function. Right null pairs of a transfer function can be 
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characterized as right pole pairs of those of its generalized inverses for which 
the epimorphism is monk. 
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